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* make pinboard to help with inspo *

Make sure graphic style matches with the data displayed

BOOKS
• infographics - the power of visual storytelling
•

Knowledge is Beautiful
• Information is Beautiful

whats expected ?

TRAVEL APP (30%)
-

Master Apprentice Exercises
-

Icons and Cityscapes and your
own

INFOGRAPHIC (30%)
-

Master Apprentice Exercises
- Pie Chet and Bar Chart .

- RESEARCH BLOG 40%



TODAY 

Communicating through image 

the death of words
Rise of the infographicWhat makes a good infographicsteps to infographic level of amazing
My tasks .

DEATH 0F~W0BDofÉ=|
•

room

•o• Not
many people

are actually reading anymore
-

our main form of communication are through
pictures and video - (social media)

a picture = 1000 words

WORDS
,

PICTURES

as designers we take the words and repurpose in

a visual form to make it easier to understand
-

making it more accessible



“Infographics help fill the gap between 
words and pictures”

– Edward Tufte

Information graphics – or infographics – 
or graphic representations of information, 
data or knowledge designed to present 
information quickly and clearly.

Infographics can improve cognition by utilising 
graphics to enhance the human visual systems 
ability to recognise patterns and trends.

1
Boy

\ words infographics pictures
make pocket profile

* doesn't need to be massively
complex *

-



Infographics are generally created for the purpose of telling 
or explaining a specific story, and will usually be intended 
for a specific audience, thus infographics are subjective.
– Jack Hagley 

• animated gifs - icons - adds personality .

o enigma labs
- have a look

BEAUTY

☒{ Ñ⇒
SOUNDNESS UTILITY

UTILITY

• 2 approaches ; explorative o narrative - measure quality of
info and consider approach

SOUNDNESS
-
make sure it ties together

• good infographics communicate something meaningful-
a message worth telling - provides readers with something

of value
.
While they can be a powerful vehicle of info - they are sometimes

produced arbitrarily - when a cohesive and interesting story isn't present

\
all abort the data



Process your data
Check your sources
Create a wire frame
Have a story
Set the tone
Consider your type
Control colour
Utilise white space
Take a break
Proof read x3
Test along the way
Make revisions

BEAUTY

-

display in an interesting form
.

- fun illustrations - don't make them distracting - ensure

they fulfil purpose- supporting not leading role
.

STEPS TO INFOGRAPHIC LEVEL OF

AMAZING I

step by step
my .

2 .

3. - paperfirst .

O 4.
5. - matches subject matter
6.
7.] 8 .
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* mirowireframe tasks

_atreoeation.Ñhg# - word population - infographic dev.

- illustrations automatic generation
\ the nounproject . - help visualise -

-

ungovp s reformat
.


